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ABSTRACT
This paper studies the restoration of colorquantized im
ages Restoration of colorquantized images is rarely
addressed in the literature and direct applications of
existing restoration techniques are generally inadequate
to deal with this problem We propose a restoration al
gorithm specic to colorquantized images which makes
a good use of the available color palette to derive use
ful a priori information for restoration The proposed
restoration algorithm is shown to be able to improve the
quality of a colorquantized image to a certain extent
 Introduction
Color quantization is the process of reducing the number
of colors in a digital image by replacing them with a
representative color selected from a palette  It is
widely used nowadays as it lessens the burden of massive
image data on storage and transmission bandwidth that
are bottlenecks in many multimedia applications
A colorquantized image can be considered as a de
graded version of the original fullcolor image Accord
ingly there should be some image restoration techniques
for recovering the original image from its colorquantized
version whenever it is necessary Although there is quite
an amount of work in the literature on digital restora
tion of noisy and blurred color images 	 by far
little e
ort has been seen in the literature to address
the restoration of colorquantized images Obviously
the degradation models of the two cases are completely
di
erent and hence a direct adoption of conventional
restoration algorithms does not work e
ectively This
paper is devoted to formulating the problem of color
quantized image restoration and developing a restora
tion algorithm specic to restoration of colorquantized
images
The organization of this paper is as follows First we
describe the basic concept of color quantization and how
quality degradation is introduced Second we formulate
the a priori information we can have about the degrada
tion process of color quantization and about the original
image We then present the derivation of a restoration

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algorithm specic to colorquantized images In Sec
tion  simulation results and comparative study are
provided to evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm Finally conclusions are given in Section 
 Image Degradation in color quantization
A pixel of a bit full color image generally consists of
three color components The intensity values of these
three components form a vector in a D space In color
quantization each pixel vector is compared with a set of
representative color vectors v
i
 i       N
c
 which
are stored in a previously generated color palette The
bestmatching color is selected based on the minimum
Euclidean distance criterion where the Euclidean dis
tance measure between vectors v

and v

is dened as
dv

v

kv

v

k In other words a pixel vector v is
represented by color v
k
if and only if dv v
k
dv v
j

for all j       N
c
 Once the bestmatching colors
for all pixel vectors of the source image have been se
lected from the color palette the indices of the selected
colors are transmitted to the receiver with the color
palette At the receiver with the same color palette
the color quantized image can be reconstructed based
on the received indices
 Restoration of color quantized images
 Formulation of A Priori Information
An image consisting of N pixels is represented by an
N matrix x  x

x

x

 where x
i
is the lexico
graphically ordered i
th
color components of the pix
els In formulation we have x
i
 x
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 x
i
     x
Ni

t

where x
ki
is the i
th
color component of the k
th
pixel of
the image Consider the case that image x is encoded
as y by color quantization with a color palette C con
taining N
c
colors
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According to color quantization theory the N
c
colors in
the palette partition the whole color vector space say V 
into N
c
nonoverlapped Voronoi regions For a particu
lar Voronoi region R
k
 fvjvV and dv v
k
dv v
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
for j       N
c
g the associated variance vector is
given as
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Here N
ok
is the total number of vectors in R
k
 v
m
is the
m
th
element of v and v
km
is the m
th
element of v
k
 In
practice in order to reduce the realization complexity
one may select some typical images to form a training
set 
t
and then approximate 
k
with vectors in 
t
R
k
instead of R
k
 Note that all 
k
s are solely determined
by the color palette which is attached with the image
or known by default and hence no extra information is
required for their estimation
Let x
b
and y
b
be the dimensional vectors represent
ing the b
th
pixels of the original image x and the encoded
image y respectively If v
k
 C is the color used to rep
resent x
b
 then we will have y
b
 v
k
 and the distance
between y
b
and x
b
will be bounded by the boundary of
the Voronoi region R
k
 For any particular color com
ponent y
bi
in y
b
 its deviation from the corresponding
color component in x
b
 x
bi
 is also bounded In formu
lation we have
y
bi
 x
bi


 
bi

where 
bi
is the bound for the uncertainty of pixel y
bi
in encoded image y Since we have y
b
 v
k
 y
bi

v
ki
 where v
ki
is the i
th
element of v
k
 holds and the
bound 
bi
can be estimated to be a function of 

ki
 By
assuming that 
bi
is proportional to 

ki
 we have 
bi

K

ki
 where K is a constant Note that this assumption
can easily be satised as long as K is suciently large
In practice by assuming a normal distribution K	 is
a reasonable estimate as the range of

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
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

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
covers more than  of the possible values of
x
bi

The information carried by 

ki
provides us an impor
tant constraint to seek the original image x To formu
late this constraint we rst rewrite equation  as

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 The overall distortion in y can then
be described as
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where N is the total number of pixels of the original
image In matrixvector formulation we have
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Typical images would generally have weak high fre
quency components as the intensity of neighboring pix
els is highly correlated This feature can be exploited
as an additional a priori information in the restoration
of colorquantized images To incorporate this infor
mation into restoration we assume that


Hx
i



for
i  f  g is bounded by 
s
i
 where H is a linear high
pass operator which is generally a spatial D Laplacian
lter and 
s
i
is the upper energy bound of the high fre
quency components of x
i
 The smoothness constraint
for the restored image can then be described by
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 Formulation of Restoration Algorithm
Based on the a priori information concerning the color
quantization process and the original image two con
straint sets have been dened for the restoration of color
quantized images By assuming that constraints  and
 are equally important the restored image can then
be obtained by minimizing the objective function
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where x
i
is the estimate of x
i
and 
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 The
minimization of Jx with respect to x
i
leads to the
normal equation
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In practice an iterative technique is applied to succes
sively approximate the solution This leads to the fol
lowing iteration for the restoration solution
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where k is the iteration index k  	      and 	 is
the relaxation parameter A sucient condition for the
convergence of this iteration is 	 
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 It is common to set the initial estimate x

to be
y although theoretically no restriction are imposed on
the initial estimate
Parameters 
i
should be determined prior to perform
ing the iteration Recall that parameter 
i
is dened as
NK
s
i
 where 
s
i
is the bound of the smoothness
constraint set dened in  N is the image size and
K is a constant to make  hold In practice since x
is unavailable we set 
s
i
to be K

kHy
i
k

 where K

is
a tuning parameter for image smoothness As for K
as we have mentioned previously K	 is a reasonable
estimate
 Simulation and Comparative Study
Simulation has been carried out to evaluate the per
formance of the proposed algorithm on a set of color
quantized images In our simulation a number of 
bit full color test images were rst colorquantized with
a color palette of  colors In our study two color
palettes were generated with median cut algorithm 
and octree algorithm  respectively and used to in
vestigate if the algorithm works with di
erent color
palettes No halftoning is performed during the quan
tization The test images applied are a set of de facto
standard bit full color images of size  each
The proposed restoration algorithm was then applied
to restore the quantized images A set of 				 uni
formly distributed D random vectors were generated
and used as the training set 
t
to estimate 
k
 and K

was assigned to be 	 in the realization of the proposed
algorithm By considering that the extreme case hap
pens when the whole color space is uniformly partitioned
into slices of equal width and that colors are uniformly
distributed in the color space the lower bound of 

ki
is set to be




i
N
c


 where 
i
is the size of the i
th
di
mension of the color space and N
c
is the total number
of colors in the palette
Some other restoration algorithms which were origi
nally proposed for restoring noisy and blurred color im
ages were also evaluated for comparison They were
simulated here for comparative study as few schemes
had been proposed for restoring colorquantized images
and they are typical examples of the type 	 In
particular Galatsanoss algorithm  is based on the
constrained least square approach which is the same
as ours and Hunts algorithm  is based on Wiener
ltering
Table  shows the SNR improvement SNRI achieved
by di
erent algorithms Mathematically the SNRI is
dened as
SNRI  	log
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where x
i
 y
i
and x
i
are the i
th
color components of
the pixels in the original the colorquantized and the
restored images respectively
In realizing Galatsanoss algorithm  the noise
power of each channel was estimated with the original
fullcolor image In realizing Hunts algorithm  three
separate Wiener lters were used in three di
erent chan
nels and during the design of the lters the noise spec
trum of each channel was estimated with the original
fullcolor image Note that in practical situation these
parameters must be estimated from the degraded image
and hence the restoration results would not be as good
as those shown in the table
From Table  one can see that the proposed restora
tion algorithm outperforms the other algorithms This
can be expected as the noise introduced by color quan
tization is basically signal dependent and is not white
which violates the assumptions adopted in most of
the current multichannel restoration algorithms 	
One can also see that the performance of the proposed
algorithm is consistent even though the input is color
quantized with di
erent color palettes On average by
applying the proposed algorithm to restore the color
quantized images an SNRI of  dB in image quality
was achieved
For visual evaluation of the restoration results some
colorquantized outputs of image fruits and the
restoration results obtained with various restoration al
gorithms are provided in Figure  for comparison
 Conclusions
By far very little research has been carried out to address
the restoration of colorquantized images Besides di
rect applications of existing restoration techniques are
generally inadequate to deal with the problem This
paper has proposed a restoration algorithm specic to
colorquantized images This algorithm makes good use
of the color palette to derive useful a priori information
for restoration It has been demonstrated by simula
tion results and comparative study that the proposed
restoration algorithm is capable of improving the qual
ity of a colorquantized image as compared with other
existing restoration approaches such as  and 
The proposed restoration algorithm requires no extra
information other than the color palette to carry out
the restoration Besides it is not tailormade for a par
ticular color quantization scheme and hence no a priori
knowledge about the construction of the color palette
is required during the restoration This makes it be
always able to provide a reasonable restoration perfor
mance whatever color quantization scheme with which
it works
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